Perception of the tactile texture of raised-dot patterns: a multidimensional analysis.
An ALSCAL multidimensional scaling analysis in Euclidean space revealed that three orthogonal perceptual dimensions can account for the judged tactile dissimilarities of raised-dot patterns. Through magnitude estimates of various perceptual attributes, it was determined that the three dimensions consist of blur, roughness, and clarity. The only effect that selective adaptation of the Pacinian (P) channel had was to change the perceptual clarity of the raised dots against their background. Adaptation of the P channel with a 20 dB SL 250 Hz stimulus enhanced clarity. As indicated by magnitude estimates, adaptation of the P channel by the 250 Hz stimulus had no effect on the perceived roughness of the dot pattern but did cause the individual dots of the textured pattern to feel smoother. When the observer was required to estimate magnitude "overall roughness" defined as a combination of dot-pattern roughness and individual-dot roughness, adaptation of the P channel affected perceived roughness by reducing it. Taken as a whole, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that the NP channels and the P channel jointly influence the perception of textured surfaces.